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Abstract: Social networking sites in the most modernized world are flooded
with large data volumes. Extracting the sentiment polarity of important
aspects is necessary; as it helps to determine people’s opinions through what
they write. The Coronavirus pandemic has invaded the world and been given
a mention in the social media on a large scale. In a very short period of
time, tweets indicate unpredicted increase of coronavirus. They reflect people’s
opinions and thoughts with regard to coronavirus and its impact on society.
The research community has been interested in discovering the hidden relationships from short texts such as Twitter and Weiboa; due to their shortness
and sparsity. In this paper, a hierarchical twitter sentiment model (HTSM) is
proposed to show people’s opinions in short texts. The proposed HTSM has
two main features as follows: constructing a hierarchical tree of important
aspects from short texts without a predefined hierarchy depth and width, as
well as analyzing the extracted opinions to discover the sentiment polarity on
those important aspects by applying a valence aware dictionary for sentiment
reasoner (VADER) sentiment analysis. The tweets for each extracted important aspect can be categorized as follows: strongly positive, positive, neutral,
strongly negative, or negative. The quality of the proposed model is validated
by applying it to a popular product and a widespread topic. The results show
that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods used in
analyzing people’s opinions in short text effectively.
Keywords: COVID19; COVID data; sentiment analysis; hierarchical
clustering; sentiment tree

1 Introduction
The increasing popularity and growth of internet technology, specifically on social media sites
has brought with it myriad challenges to document management. It contributes to producing
an unlimited amount of information made by clients like customer feelings, tweets, guesses,
comments, and reviews. This information may be about products, individuals, topics . . . etc.
Analysis of this information is quite important from three points of view as follows: governments,
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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organizations, and individuals. First, from the government’s view point, it provides governments
with significant information to assist in developing future plans and strategies. For example, the
COVID-19 pandemic has a catastrophic impact on world health and economy [1]. Thus, analyzing
opinions on Twitter during the COVID-19 outbreak helps governments to form an overall and
general view of how people feel about coronavirus and the extent of its impact on psychological
health. Second, from the organization’s view point, analyzing this information helps to rapidly
determine opinions about products, which become more independent and more understandable
than traditional questionnaires. Third, from the point view of individuals, it allows individuals to
effectively create a decision by inspection of other opinions about certain topics or products.
Today, Twitter is deemed one of the social media networking sites that contain more than
650 million registered users. Twitter is right now ranked the 49th most popular site in the
world [2]. The post on Twitter is a short message, which can be defined as a ‘tweet’; as it
can’t contain more than 280 characters. However; those characters were previously 140 ones until
November 2018. Twitter holds 500 million daily tweets, 152 million active users per day, and
330 million active users per month [3]. All this information helped Twitter to be one of the
most important social networks over the Internet; due to the user interaction and the information
circulation. It is estimated that the average participation of American users on social media is
more than 3 h per day. Also, 45% of American users between the age of 18 and 24 years old
are Twitter users [4]. Additionally, 27,000 scientific publications contain the word ‘Twitter’ in their
titles in Google Scholar. The details of these publications that came out from 2006 (when Twitter
was created) till 2020, compared to the number of scientific publications containing in their title
the word ‘Facebook,’ are presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Number of research articles including the word ‘Twitter’ and ‘Facebook’ on their title
from 2006 to 2020 on Google Scholar
Nevertheless, analyzing such an amount of information is challenging and time-consuming.
Therefore, it is essential to make an intelligent system that automatically analyzes such a huge
amount of data. Sentiment analysis is broadly utilized for analyzing people’s sentiments and
opinions to discover the reasons why they desire certain products. Furthermore, it learns about
their opinions regarding general topics through what they write. Sentiment analysis methods have
been applied to various types of texts which include news, tweets [5], and customer reviews. In
recent years, short texts such as Twitter and Weiboa have become a popular shape of data on
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social networks. Discovering hidden relationships from short texts can assist clients to comprehend
the contents contained at different granularity levels. Building a concept hierarchy from short texts
can facilitate many applications, such as sentiment analysis applications, summarization, and user
recommendations. Various approaches have been developed to comprehend people’s feelings and
opinions in texts. Nevertheless, applying these approaches to short text in social media networks
usually produces incomprehensible and ineffectual results; due to text sparsity and shortness.
There are two main challenges when extracting the hierarchical sentiment tree from short
texts. The first challenge is that many approaches produce understandable and inaccurate concept
hierarchy; due to text sparsity and briefness in short texts. The second challenge is that there are
many existing approaches ignoring the concept hierarchy and making a flat sentiment analysis on
each discovered aspect autonomously. Consequently, the sentiment polarity for an aspect doesn’t
cover the polarity of their children. Otherwise, the polarity of this aspect may not include people’s
actual opinions as a whole. The proposed HTSM is used to deal with these two challenges
as follows: i) a hierarchical method is suggested to discover important aspects and determine
relationships between aspects concurrently. In this approach, the weak semantic relationships
between aspects can be determined. Also, the extracted tree is organized from general to specific;
and ii) a hierarchical sentiment method is suggested to discover peoples’ opinions for each node
in the sentiment tree. The proposed method classifies the polarity for each message followed by
hierarchical statistics to recognize people’s opinions. Each aspect of the extracted sentiment tree
contains the polarity of the aspect itself followed by the polarity of its children.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces a brief review of the
related works. Section 3 explains the proposed methodology. Section 4 presents the experimental
results. Section 5 provides the discussion and the evaluation analysis. Finally, Section 6 provides
the conclusions and future suggestions.
2 Related Works
Topic modeling and aspect-based sentiment analysis become a prevalent important research
point among researchers’ community. The content of social media messages is characterized by
the limited length of messages, as well as the use of irregular, concise, unceremonious, and dynamically changing words [6]. In the natural language processing, text sentiment analysis or short text
classification is a difficult task [7]. Researchers suggested many approaches to address the problem
of sentiment analysis and feature extractions. For example, Popescu et al. [8] proposed a system,
namely, OPINE, to address the problem of feature extractions. This system can recognize peoples’
opinions and polarity of their opinions from reviews with high precision and recall. Additionally,
several topic model approaches have shown amazing results in extracting the hidden patterns
inside the texts in different domains [9]. Hu et al. [10] proposed a set of methods that captures
highly frequent feature words by applying the association rules. They discover nouns and noun
phrases by using part-of-speech (POS) tagging. Nevertheless, when all the methods mentioned
above are applied to the short texts; the results are incomplete; because these methods are based
on the flat topic model.
Several methods have been proposed to conduct the sentiment analysis. For example, Xu
et al. [11] proposed an improved word representation approach that conducts a sentiment analysis
of comment texts based on the bidirectional long short term memory (BiLSTM). To effectively
obtain the context information, they used the weighted word vectors as input to BiLSTM.
They can get a better text representation of the comments. Dos Santos et al. [12] proposed
a new deep convolutional neural network that carries out sentiment analysis of short texts.
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Wang et al. [13] proposed a new model merging the hierarchical knowledge enhancement and
multi-pooling (HKEM) along with the knowledge learning and the multi-pooling. To solve the
problem of weak features, this approach fully integrates the knowledge and information of various
levels in the text through Hierarchical Knowledge Enhancement. To solve the problem of multiconfounding weak features in the sentiment sentences, this method used a multi-pooling approach
to analyze and extract the multi-features. This approach improves the ability of feature extraction.
The above methods conduct a flat sentiment analysis and ignore the hierarchical sentiment analysis. It is not able to produce the natural hierarchical structure of the aspects and their polarity.
On the other hand, Barkur et al. [14] introduced a method that sentiment analysis of Indians
tweets can be used to gauge their feelings after announcements of nationwide lockdown; due to
the Coronavirus outbreak. Lwin et al. [15] proposed a sentiment analysis model to analyze the
universal trends of four emotions: sadness, fear, anger, joy, as well as the latent narratives behind
those emotions resultant from the Coronavirus outbreak. Rao et al. [16] proposed a model to
get benefit from Twitter for emergency management by analyzing alarming and reassuring official
tweets then notifying the people by emergency information through the social media networks
for proving reassurance. Samuel et al. [17] proposed a model which used the tweets relating to
Coronavirus and (R) a statistical software to identify the sentiments correlated with the pandemic.
They use the Naïve Bayes and logistic regression as machine learning classification methods. The
two methods showed strong performance for the short tweets and relatively lower performance for
the long tweets. However, all these methods are based on a flat sentiment analysis and don’t put
into consideration the hierarchical structure.
Based on the previously mentioned drawbacks in the flat sentiment analysis methods to
effectively extract the hierarchical structure from the text; the analysts have proposed a hierarchical topic modeling approach. Kim et al. [18] proposed a model, i.e., the hierarchical aspect
sentiment model (HASM) which automatically discovers the hierarchical representation of aspects
from online reviews. Titov et al. [19] suggested a multi-grain topic framework that extracts the
hierarchical structure of the topic from the online users’ reviews at different granularities. Titov
et al. [19] approached the problem by proposing a model that uses the hierarchical Pachinko
allocation model (hPAM); to identify the correlations between topics. Chen et al. [20] suggested
a graphical model, i.e., the hierarchical latent tree models (HLTMs), which is used to model
document collection and extract topics in a hierarchical form. Blei et al. [21] proposed a nested
Chinese restaurant process (nCRP) model; to learn the latent structures from data in a hierarchical
form. Additionally, several research papers approached the problem by proposing methods to find
topics in review data in the hierarchical forms. Jain et al. [22] proposed a hybrid system, namely,
Senti-NSetPSO; to analyze the large-sized text. The framework consists of two classifiers which are
binary and ternary. It is based on hybridization of particle swarm optimization with Neutrosophic
Set. This approach shows great results when applied to classification of the large-sized text.
Nevertheless, all the methods mentioned above are designed to be applied to the traditionally long
text. The extracted hierarchical tree becomes incomplete and incomprehensive when the above
methods are applied to the short texts.
3 Proposed Methodology
3.1 Problem Formulation
The main objective of the proposed HTSM is to construct a hierarchical sentiment tree of the
important aspects showing the number of positive, neutral, and negative tweets in each extracted
aspect. It is worth mentioning that a list of tweets LT = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is about a specific topic
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or a particular product that people are interested in, where n is the number of tweets. The problem
is to construct a hierarchical tree (HT) with a set of most popular aspects that people talk about:
AS = {as1, as2, . . . , asd} from (LT) where (d ≤ n) and asi hold the most frequent words FWi =
{fwi1, fwi2, . . . , fwiq} within LTi. Only the top five words are considered in each aspect to avoid
noise. Furthermore, the first word fwi1 is used as the name of the aspect. The root is a special
aspect that contains all tweets describing the entire topic or product.
• The first task is to extract a hierarchical tree which is organized from general, near to the
root, down to specific near to the leaf. Moreover, the parent relatedness with its children
must be stronger than its relatedness with non-children. The aspect relatedness score is
calculated using Eqs. (6), (7) for its children’s and non-children’s then comparing the two
relatedness scores.
• The second task is to analyze opinions expressed by people regarding those discovered
aspects in HT. The polarity score P = {p1, p2, . . . , px} for people’s opinions towards asi is
computed using Eq. (5): where pi ∈ [0, 1] with (0) refers to the most intense negative while
(1) refers to the most intense positive.
3.2 System Architecture
The system architecture of the proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 2. There are five steps
in the proposed model as follows: (1) Data Pre-Processing: it’s necessary to preprocess the data
to avoid noise and the irrelevant words, (2) Data Visualization: after data preprocessing, the
word cloud is used to visualize the most important data, (3) Hierarchical Extraction: the input
to this step is a set of tweets after making preprocessing. The aim is to extract the foremost
regularly mentioned aspects and construct a hierarchical tree of extracted aspects, (4) Sentimental
Analysis: in this step, VADER sentiment analysis is used to discover the sentiment polarity of
those extracted aspects and construct a hierarchical sentiment tree, and (5) Evaluation Methods:
The quality of the extracted hierarchical sentiment tree is evaluated by estimating the effectiveness
and efficiency thereof. The following subsections explain the five steps in detail:

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed HTSM
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3.3 Data Pre-Processing
Pre-processing and cleaning of data is an essential step as the quality of the hierarchy depends
on the production of this process. To improve the quality of HTSM results and diminish the
noise, the data must be cleaned at first to disregard irrelavant words that have less important
meanings. Also, the data contains unwanted characters, lots of numbers, stop words, white spaces,
duplicate texts, and URLs that need to be removed. In this step, data preprocessing is a necessary
step to perform the following: stopping-words removal, punctuation removal, lemmatization and
stemming. Then, all texts will be turned into lowercase. NLTK WordNet Lemmatizer is used to
make lemmatization.
3.4 Data Visualization
Data visualization is a crucial step that provides businesses with an important way to show
critical data at a glance. After data preprocessing, HTSM utilizes a word cloud to visualize tweets
used to quickly display important data according to its importance and frequency. Word clouds
are broadly utilized for analyzing information from social media networks. This is the first step
of any data visualization approach that helps analyze the feedback.
3.5 Hierarchical Extraction
In this section, the problem of how to build a hierarchical tree of important words that
individuals care about from Twitter in short texts is discussed. The input of this approach is a set
of short messages about a certain product or topic. The purpose is to discover the relationships
between nouns that usually occur together in the same context and to construct a hierarchical
tree of these important words. The hierarchical extraction method of the proposed model consists
of three main phases as follows: converting text to features, finding similarity among texts, and
hierarchical clustering technique. It is known that natural language processing machine algorithms
are unable to comprehend characters, words, or sentences. They can only understand numbers as
input that contains binaries. Machines cannot interact with text data; because of their inherent
nature of being unorganized and noisy. Machines will go through difficult time to comprehend
text data; because it is made out of characters [23]. To solve this problem, it is necessary to
convert text data into features to allow algorithms and machines to understand them. There are
many methods used to convert text into features. In the proposed model, the term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm is implemented which produces a great result in
feature extraction [24].
The next phase, after converting text data into features, is finding the similarity among texts.
There are several metrics to compute similarity among texts same as Jaccard, cosine, Euclidian
. . . etc. In the HTSM, the Cosine similarity metric is used to compute the cosine of the angle
between the two vectors [25]. Clustering is a technique that collects the most similar data points
into groups. It measures the distance among points based on similarity and aggregates similar
data points inside one group [25]. The points in each group are more similar to each other than
the points gathered in other groups. Each group that contains similar data points is defined as
a cluster [26]. It is an algorithm that constructs a hierarchy of clusters. It begins with assigning
all the data points to a cluster of their own, and then collects each two nearest clusters into
the same cluster. Finally, it is finished when there is only one left cluster. The clusters generated
using hierarchical methods can be visualized through a dendrogram that represents the hierarchical
relationship among the extracted clusters. To complete the hierarchical clustering, it is necessary
to determine the metric used to measure the distance, and then to determine the method used
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to calculate distance. The steps processed in this part to extract a hierarchical tree are shown in
algorithm (1).
Algorithm 1: Hierarchical Tree Extraction
Input: TFIDF_matrix
Output: Build a hierarchical tree HT of important aspects
1 dist = 1 cosine_similarity (TFIDF_matrix) #Compute cosine similarity between samples.
2 Start with n clusters by assigned all the data points to a cluster of their own.
3 Use Euclidean distance to calculate the between-cluster distance D(a, b) as the betweenobject distance of the two objects in a and b respectively.
4 while no. of clusters > 1 do
Find the two clusters with the closest distance.
5
6
Merge those two clusters into a new cluster C.
7
Use dendrogram to represent the hierarchical relationship among extracted clusters by
adding C to HT.
8
Obtaining a reduced distance matrix by calculating the distance between new D(C, X ) for
any existing cluster X = a, b.
9 end
10 foreach tj ∈ HT do
FWj = GetTopFiveWords(LTj ) #For each cluster we only consider top five words.
11
12 end
To measure the distance among two clusters, it must draw a straight line from the first
cluster to another cluster and measure the length of this drawn line. The distance metric ought
to be selected based on theoretical concerns from the area of study. Namely, a distance metric
should determine similarity in a manner that is sensible for the domain of study. Many research
papers show that the Euclidean distance is the most usually used to measure the distance in
clustering [27]. Therefore, Euclidean distance is used as a distance metric in HTSM. There are
several methods used to measure the distance between two clusters. Ward’s hierarchical clustering
algorithm is frequently used to perform the clustering [28]. Therefore, Ward’s hierarchical clustering method is used in the proposed HTSM. If all words in each cluster are considered, the noise
will be appended to the result of HTSM. Therefore, for each cluster, only the top five nouns are
considered for making sentiment analysis. The cluster name is represented by the first noun in the
cluster.
3.6 Sentiment Analysis
The opinions expressed by people about those discovered aspects will be analyzed and classified hierarchically. The proposed sentiment model differs from the other methods; because it
extracts sentiment in hierarchical form. To determine people’s sentiment about a certain product,
people usually utilize verbs and adjectives words to express their opinions. In HTSM, VADER is
used to identify the polarity of aspects. VADER is a lexical utilized to define both the polarity of
tweets and the intensity of people’s sentiment. Then, it classifies them according to the multiclass
sentiment analysis [29]. The VADER lexicon is one of the most widely used lexicons which
perform very greatly and outstandingly in the social media contexts [30]. The compound value
is a useful metric that is measured by calculating the sum of all lexical ratings then normalizing
them to be between (−1) and (+1): where (−1) refers to the most intense negative and (+1) refers
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to the most intense positive [31]. In HTSM, it is necessary to determine threshold values that
are used to classify sentences as follows: strongly positive sentiment, positive sentiment, strongly
negative sentiment, negative sentiment, or neutral sentiment. The typical threshold values used in
the proposed model are given as follows:
Strongly positive sentiment where compound value is greater than or equal 0.5; positive
sentiment where compound value is between 0.05 and 0.5; neutral sentiment where compound
value is between −0.05 and +0.05; negative sentiment: where compound value is between −0.05
and −0.5; strongly negative sentiment where compound value is less than or equal 0.5. The
polarity of a node is decided by adding sentiment polarity for the node itself and its offspring.
The polarity score ‘Pi ’ of the aspect is computed as follows:

X̃i =
Xij where i, j ∈ children
(1)
j

i =
SX



SXij

(2)

j

Ỹi =



Yij

(3)

j

i =
SY



SYij

(4)

j

Pi =

i
X̃i + SX
i + Ỹi + SY
i
X̃i + SX

where 0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1

(5)

i is the
where X̃i is the number of all positive tweets for the spect itself and its offspring, SX
number of all strongly positive tweets for the aspect itself and its offspring, Xi is the number of
positive tweets and SXi is the number of strongly positive tweets and. Ỹi is the number of all
i is the number of all strongly negative
negative tweets for the aspect itself and its offspring, SY
tweets for the aspect itself and its offspring, Yi is the number of negative tweets and SYi is the
number of strongly negative tweets.
3.7 Evaluation Methods
To evaluate the quality of the extracted sentiment tree, the effectiveness and efficiency are
measured. Node specialization and parent-child relatedness [32] are used to evaluate the effectiveness of HTSM. The good tree must organize the extracted aspects rom general, near to the root
node, to specific close to the leaf node. The relationships between parents and their children must
be stronger than parents’ relationships with non-children. Efficiency evaluation is used to measure
the efficiency of the proposed HTSM where the execution time is calculated for different numbers
of tweets.
The goal of this method is to evaluate parent-child relatedness. To build an ideal tree, the
parent aspect must be more similar to its children than to its non-children. In HTSM, Given an
aspect x we calculate aspects relatedness score to its children’s childrenscore(x) then comparing it
to its non-children non-childrenscore(x) using Eqs. (6) and (7).
childrenscore(x) =

1  D(x, childax )
a a D(x), D(childax )

(6)
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nonchildrenscore(x) =

y
1   D(x, childa )
,
a y a D(x), D(childay )
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y = x

(7)

where D(x, childax ) is the number of times parent aspect x appears with its children aspects,
y
chldax and D(x, chlda ) is the number of times parent aspect x appears with its non-children
y
aspect chlda .
4 Experimental Results
4.1 Datasets
HTC: A collection of more than 22977 tweets taken from Twitter about the HTC smartphone
weren’t clean. This dataset has been previously used in [26]. When looking at the data, it is clear
that it contains two types of texts as follows: the main text and the quoted text. On the one hand,
the main text contains lots of stop-words and whitespaces for which pre-processing is necessary.
On the other hand, the quoted text contains lots of numbers and unwanted characters that must
be removed. Duplicate text and stop-words are removed and then the quoted text will be combined
with the main text.
Coronavirus: A collection of more than 60 K random tweets from public Twitter accounts
about the search word “Covid-19” are written in many languages. The dataset was collected from
Twitter’s Stream API between 1st of December 2019 and 28th of Jan 2020. More than 33175
tweets written in the English language are crawled (the full dataset is available at TrackMyHashtag
website). The data is pre-processed and cleaned by removing non-English characters, duplicates,
URLs, stop words, and by deleting words that contain characters lower than three.
4.2 Configuration of Execution System
The proposed model (HTSM) is written by Python in Pycharm application which executes
the algorithms with the following system configuration: processor: Intel(R) Core i5-4200 M CPU
@ 2.5 GHz; memory: 8 GB DDR3; operating system: Windows 10 Education; Python version:
Python 2.7; and Pycharm Version: 2019.3.3.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Data Visualization
After proceeding to extract the concepts, let us visualize the tweets using a word cloud. From
the word cloud shown in Fig. 3a, it can be seen that the word HTC has been mentioned repeatedly in the tweets. From the word cloud shown in Fig. 3b, it can be seen that the Coronavirus
word has been mentioned repeatedly in the tweets. The larger the word is present in the word
cloud, the more frequently the word occurs.
4.3.2 Hierarchical Extraction
The input to hierarchical extraction is a collection of tweets after making preprocessing. The
output is a hierarchical clustering dendrogram. Fig. 4 shows HTC and Coronavirus hierarchical
clustering dendrogram. To name each node in the extracted hierarchical dendrogram, it’s necessary
to extract the important aspects in each cluster.
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Figure 3: HTC and Coronavirus wordcloud visualization. (a) HTC wordcloud (b) Coronavirus
wordcloud

Figure 4: Hierarchical clustering dendrogram of HTC tweets. (a) HTC tweets (b) Coronavirus
tweets
4.3.3 Extraction of Aspects
If all words that people talk about are considered important, the noise will be added to the
algorithm. To avoid noise, the top five nouns in each cluster are selected as listed in Tab. 1. To
extract the important words that people talk about during the coronavirus pandemic outbreak,
the most five words repeated in the people’s posts on Twitter in each cluster are chosen as listed
in Tab. 2.
4.3.4 Sentiment Analysis
After extracting the hierarchical tree of the important aspects, The VADER sentiment analysis
is applied to two datasets to analyze people’s opinions towards the extracted aspects.
HTC Sentiment Analysis: After performing VADER sentiment analysis on the HTC dataset
and applying the thresholds the tweets can be categorized as follows: strongly positive, positive,
neutral, strongly negative, or negative. Fig. 5 represents the category of HTC tweets based on
sentiment polarity in each cluster. In Fig. 5a, cluster 1 contains 405 tweets that can be categorized
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as follows: 89 strongly positive tweets, 248 positive tweets, 62 neutral tweets, and 6 negative
tweets. As it is presented in Fig. 5b cluster 2 contains 328 tweets that can be categorized as
follows: 82 strongly positive tweets, 52 positive tweets, 176 neutral tweets, 10 strongly negative
tweets, and 8 negative tweets. As shown in Fig. 5c cluster 3 contains 1098 tweets that can be
categorized as follows: 415 strongly positive tweets, 195 positive tweets, 421 neutral tweets, 10
strongly negative tweets, and 57 negative tweets. As it is given in Fig. 5d the cluster 4 contains
238 tweets that can be categorized as follows: 3 strongly positive tweets, 17 positive tweets, 212
neutral tweets, 2 strongly negative tweets, and 4 negative tweets. As presented in Fig. 5e cluster
5 contains 528 tweets that can be categorized as follow: 43 strongly positive tweets, 87 positive
tweets, 364 neutral tweets, 8 strongly negative tweets, and 26 negative tweets. It is clear from
Fig. 5f the cluster 6 contains 9923 tweets that can be categorized as follows: 2161 strongly positive
tweets, 2471 positive tweets, 4282 neutral tweets, 219 strongly negative tweets, and 790 negative
tweets.
Table 1: Extraction of HTC important aspects
Node

Clusters

Top five nouns

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1,
1
2,
2
3
4,
4
5,
5
6

htc
htc
htc
htc
htc
htc
htc
htc
htc
htc

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
3

5, 6
6

android phone new get
youtube video like review
smartphone review galaxy giveaway
review phone android vium
smartphone giveaway galaxy win
android phone get new
nougat android update unlock
android phone new get
update verizon pre ship
android phone new get

Table 2: Extraction of Coronavirus important words that people talk about
Node

Clusters

Top five nouns

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1,
1,
1
2
3,
3
4,
4
5,
5
6

Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus
Coronavirus

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2

4, 5, 6
5, 6
6

china covid case wuhan
case confirm china report
case county santa clara
case report confirm china
wuhan china covid outbreak
flu sars china virus
covid china wuhan outbreak
emergency health declare public
covid wuhan outbreak china
quarantine cruise ship japan
china covid wuhan outbreak
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Figure 5: Category of HTC tweets based on sentiment polarity in each cluster. (a) HTC cluster 1
(b) HTC cluster 2 (c) HTC cluster 3 (d) HTC cluster 4 (e) HTC cluster 5 (f) HTC cluster 6
Coronavirus Sentiment Analysis: After performing VADER sentiment analysis on the coronavirus dataset, the tweets can be categorized as follows: strongly positive, positive, neutral, strongly
negative, or negative. As presented in Fig. 6a cluster 1 contains 156 tweets that can be categorized
as follows: 18 strongly positive tweets, 21 positive tweets, 97 neutral tweets, 4 strongly negative
tweets, and 16 negative tweets. In Fig. 6b, cluster 2 contains 1471 tweets that can be categorized
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Figure 6: Category of Coronavirus tweets based on sentiment polarity in each cluster. (a) Coronavirus cluster 1 (b) Coronavirus cluster 2 (c) Coronavirus cluster 3 (d) Coronavirus cluster 4 (e)
Coronavirus cluster 5 (f) Coronavirus cluster 6
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as follows: 67 strongly positive tweets, 260 positive tweets, 559 neutral tweets, 380 strongly negative
tweets, and 205 negative tweets. It is clear from Fig. 6c that cluster 3 contains 179 tweets that can
be categorized as follows: 10 strongly positive tweets, 17 neutral tweets, 67 strongly negative tweets,
and 85 negative tweets. As given in Fig. 6d cluster 4 contains 214 tweets that can be categorized
as follows: 13 strongly positive tweets, 20 positive tweets, 8 neutral tweets, 60 strongly negative
tweets, and 113 negative tweets. In Fig. 6e, cluster 5 contains 306 tweets that can be categorized
as follows: 63 strongly positive tweets, 90 positive tweets, 65 neutral tweets, 43 strongly negative
tweets, and 45 negative tweets. As presented in Fig. 6f cluster 6 contains 12472 tweets that can
be categorized as follows: 1792 strongly positive tweets, 2658 positive tweets, 3251 neutral tweets,
2171 strongly negative tweets, and 2600 negative tweets.
The total sentiment polarity score for each cluster based on Eq. (5) is represented as shown
in Tab. 3. If the polarity score of aspects is (0).8, that means the polarity of 80% of messages
related to this aspect is positive. It is clear from Tab. 3 all HTC polarity score is greater than
(0.7) that refers to the total polarity of the extracted tree is positive. Also, all coronavirus polarity
score is less than (0.6) that means the total polarity of the coronavirus sentiment tree is negative.
Finally, the HTC tweets can be categorized as follows: (22%) strongly positive tweets, (25)%
positive tweets, (44%) neutral tweets, (2%) strongly negative tweets, (7%) negative tweets as shown
in Fig. 7a. The Coronavirus can be categorized as follows: (13%) strongly positive tweets, (21%)
positive tweets, (27%) neutral tweets, (18%) strongly negative tweets, (21%) negative tweets as
presented in Fig. 7b.
Table 3: Total sentiment polarity score for each cluster
Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

HTC

Coronavirus

Cluster name (Top-1 noun)

Polarity score

Cluster name (Top-1 noun)

Polarity score

HTC
YouTube
Smartphone
Review
Giveaway
Android
Nougat
Phone
Update
New

0.837213
0.982507
0.897467
0.881579
0.901034
0.820099
0.769231
0.820327
0.792683
0.821131

Coronavirus
Case
County
Report
Wuhan
Flu
Covid
Emergency
Outbreak
Quarantine
China

0.464031
0.376931
0.661017
0.358553
0.472635
0.061728
0.47952
0.160194
0.486472
0.634855
0.482594

Figure 7: Sentiment analysis of HTC and Coronavirus tweets. (a) Sentiment analysis of HTC
tweets (b) Sentiment analysis of Coronavirus tweets
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5 Discussion and Evaluation Analysis
5.1 Effectiveness Evaluation
In this subsection, the result of two methods is illustrated namely: node specialization and
parent-child relatedness.
5.1.1 Node Specialization
It is clear from Fig. 8 that the greater the depth of the tree is, the more accurate the properties
are. Children are less repetitive in the text than parents and grandparents. The results show that
the extracted aspects are organized from general to specific.

Figure 8: Node specialization indicating the extracted aspects are organized from general to
specific. (a) HTC dataset (b) Coronavirus dataset
5.1.2 Parent-Child Relatedness
To calculate the parent-child relatedness, the average score of relatedness to non-children and
children aspects for all parent aspects at the same level is calculated. As presented in Fig. 9 the
highest relatedness scores for children show that a parent is more related to its children, compared
to non-children at the same level.

Figure 9: Parent-children relatedness. A high distance indicates that the parent is similar to its
children. (b) HTC dataset (b) Coronavirus dataset
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5.2 Comparison with Other Methods
The proposed HTSM is compared with four models of hierarchical creation based on the
parent-child relatedness. The first model was proposed by Kim et al. [33] which uses the recursive
Chinese restaurant process (rCRP) to extract a hierarchical structure of topics. The second model
is HASM that was proposed by Kim et al. [18] and discovered aspects hierarchically from online
reviews. The third model is the structured sentiment analysis (SSA) model [34] which extracts a
hierarchical sentiment tree with a specified width and depth. The fourth model is the hierarchical
user sentiment topic model (HUSTM) [35] which performs hierarchical sentiment analysis by
discovering the hidden structure of topics and users. The aspect that represents the parent must
be more similar to its direct children than to the children descending from another aspect. The
parent-child relatedness is computed for a parent aspect at level (2) with the children aspects
at level (3) on the HTC dataset using Eqs. (6) and (7). As given in Fig. 10a the results show
significant differences among children and non-children when using HTSM and HUSTM, while
the SSA and rCRP did not. When calculating the relatedness of the HASM for the HTC dataset,
it produces duplicate children and is not consequently considered. Finally, the results show that
HTSM outperformed the other algorithms and the reason for this was that the proposed model
uses the ward’s hierarchical clustering algorithm to build a hierarchical tree of important aspects.
Moreover, it uses VADER sentiment analysis in analyzing the extracted opinions and discovering
the sentiment polarity. The results show its effectiveness in dealing with a short text. In the
proposed model, after making HTC tweets preprocessing, the execution time for different numbers
of tweets is measured to see and use the time taken to then extract the hierarchical sentiment
tree. Fig. 10b illustrates the execution time of three models SSA, rCRP and HTSM. The result
shows that HTSM outperforms in execution time the SSA method.

Figure 10: Comparison with other methods. (a) Parent-child relatedness of HTC dataset (b) Execution time
6 Conclusion
Analyzing people’s opinions on Twitter is very important because most people express their
opinions on social media sites. In this paper, HTSM is proposed to analyze people’s sentiments
and feelings about an HTC product and the Coronavirus topic in short texts without determining
the width and depth of the discovered hierarchical tree at first. The suggested model first extracts
the hierarchical tree of important aspects. Then, it performs the VADER sentiment analysis on
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those aspects to discover people’s opinions and classify their opinion’s into the following values:
strongly positive, positive, neutral, strongly negative, or negative. The experimental results show
that the suggested model can effectively analyze opinions expressed by peoples in short texts.
Another advantage of HTSM is that it is effective, simple and easy to implement. In future work,
we would like to extend the proposed model to effectively extract an understandable summary
then providing explanations of the extracted results. People like to know the reasons why the
sentiment polarity of each extracted aspect is positive, neutral, or negative.
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